
 

→ VISIT OUR SHOP ←

I seriously just subscribed, charge just posted (from pending status) and I have my first box... Amazing.
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It helps bring your body into “homeostasis.” ��This system exists and is active even if you don’t use cannabis.
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Some King Kong Babies looking rather healthy ��.... King Kong, mothered by Ed Rosenthal Super Bud, is an Indica-dominant hybrid with head-to-toe effects.
These dense buds come frosted in crystals and a short flowering time of only 7 to 8 weeks. King Kong is known to have a pungent sour, skunky smell with long-lasting
effects making you feel relaxed, euphoric, uplifted and focused � �. #gingerapeseedco #seeds #topgenetics #cannabis #beans #maryjane #puffpuffpass
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